Strength Calculations of Dual-power Path Gearing with FEM
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ABSTRACT
The paper contains a strength analysis of gears in a dual-path gearing made of plastic. Calculations were carried out using Abaqus program by means of Finite Element Method (FEM). Due to the fact that the dual-path gearing had wheels with straight teeth, it was possible to simplify the calculations using two-dimensional models. In the carried out FEM analysis, stress distribution was determined on models of pinions and gears, paying particular attention to key points like teeth feet or their side surfaces. Conclusions obtained as a result of the analysis will make it possible to introduce conceivable changes in the structure of the designed gearing already at the stage of modelling. This will allow for significant time and financial savings in comparison to traditionally carried out experiments using physical models.

1. Introduction
Mechanical gears designing is carried out increasingly or even exclusively with use of computerized numerical methods. It is a complex process, which requires consider-
ation of multiple parameters related to both – virtual models themselves, as well as the load affecting them [4, 7, 8]. Therefore, due to expected high quality of results and possibly the most accurate image of the processes actually occurring during the wheels interoperability, it is essential to investigate thoroughly the calculative process in order to acknowledge and standardize the procedure. The elaborated standardized and coherent methodology of conducting analysis of endurance tests would help to compare the results of the numerical measurements received for different types of cylindrical gears. Due to such specified practices even less experienced engineers would be able to conduct measurements with use of the finite element method.

In the present elaboration the process of preparation and conducting numerical calculation in the Abaqus software of dual-power path cylindrical gear was discussed. The analysed gear enables to transmit high power and obtain high gear ratio with relatively small dimensions. Their advantage is also the possibility of applying the internal load distribution, which is aimed to lower the single unit load of cooperating gear teeth. Their constructions are slightly more complicated than the solutions of single-power path gears, however they are much lighter with similar functioning parameters. These features enable to use these type of gears in ship power engines, in cars’ automatic transmission gearboxes or in precision machine tools as an element of divisional device. Thanks to relatively small dimensions and its lightness they become increasingly interesting for engineers designing modern aviation constructions.

2. Calculation model

The first stage of the calculation process is the preparation of a virtual model accurate for a numerical analysis with the use of the FEM method. This model should ensure accurate execution of its discretisation, definition of boundary and initial conditions. What is more, the manner of attaching wheels and the conditions of gear elements interoperability will be presented and based upon this model. For the needs of the current analysis the complete virtual model of the discussed gear was created in the Inventor software.

The use of such detailed and accurate models for the needs of numerical calculations in the Abaqus software would be burdensome and negatively impact the results quality. Therefore, on the basis of the complete three dimensions models there were created simplified, flat models, which are their cross-sections. Such a simplification was acceptable, due to the fact that the analysis was conducted on the cylindrical wheels with straight teeth, which do not change their outline on the whole width. Hence assumed models, based on the assumptions of the theory of flat deformed state, enable to analyse, enough accurately, the spatial constructions, such as cogged wheel [2, 6, 9]. From the complete outline of particular wheels, only their fragments embracing over a dozen teeth, correspondingly to the scope of measurements were disengaged (fig. 1., fig. 2.). Moreover, this simplification allows to limit the time of calculations without deteriorating the quality, as in the examined range it does not induce changes concerning i.e. performance character, rigidness of the construction with view of genuine solution [5, 10]. The analysis was conducted only in the area of interoperability concerning several central cogs of each virtual model, which enable to eliminate the impact of boundary conditions on the cooperation of the wheels’ teeth.

Additionally, the calculations concerning the dual-power path gear were carried out in two stages individually for a low-speed and high-speed degree. Nevertheless, the appropriate performance conditions were preserved by loading the active secondary wheels with torque calculated analytically on the basis of entry torque of primary stage and its gear ratio.

Every flat model of both examined types of gears imported into Abaqus software was discretized with the use of square, linear finite elements of CP-S4R type. The most accurate division was defined on the toothed-wheel rims (fig. 1 and 2), as the main part of the analysis concerns the meshing [2].

The boundary conditions imposed on every model characteristically correspond into those from the real dual-power path gear. On the primary stage of the dual-power path gear the value of torque was equal T1=1,592 [Nm], while on the second stage – 2,860 [Nm]. The movement in the gear was executed by extortion of the passive wheels revolution of an angle 1,0 [rad]. It allows to trace interoperability of several cog pairs. Relatively low value of torque is the consequence of approval,
for the calculations reason, of the assumption that plastic is the material for the wheels of all the gear types. This material was chosen, as the results of the current numerical analysis would be verified during the workplace tests with the use of real cogged wheels made from ABS. While defining the calculation models, the following basic features of ABS were assumed: Young’s modulus 2400 [MPa] and Poisson’s ratio 0.4.

3. Processing and analysis of the FEM calculations results

During the calculations the appropriate solutions were obtained, which are presented as a distribution of stress reduced on the wheels models. The results of the particular calculation for the primary and secondary gear stage are presented on the pictures 3 and 5. Because of low clarity of the picture presenting the whole calculation model, magnified areas of the wheels meshing appears on the following pictures (fig. 4). The actual situation depicts the pinion interoperating with the tooth wheel 1.1 remaining in a dual-pair teeth contact. Simultaneously a single-pair teeth contact in the area of pinion’s meshing with the tooth wheel 1.2 occurs.

The maximal value recorded on the model is 9.58 [MPa], whereas in the case of dual-pair teeth contact the maximal contact stress amounts to 8.47 [MPa]. Increased stress values may be observed as well on the teeth roots on the side opposite to the one where contact stress appear, however their level is much lower and their maximal values are up to 4 [MPa].

The appropriate torque causes the movement of the primary stage pinion, and through the interoperating teeth, the revolution of both cogwheels. Those wheels are fixed on the same shaft as the pinions of the secondary stage of the dual-power path gear.

It was assumed that the total value of a moment of torsion from the primary stage pinion is equally distributed onto both cogwheels interoperating with it. Therefore, the torque will be simultaneously transmitted by both secondary stage pinions onto the wheel connected with the output shaft of the secondary stage of a dual-power path gear.

For the reason of accurately and completely prepared dual-power path gear models, numerical calculations were carried out in the solver of Abaqus software. The measurements concerning the models of each examined gear were conducted individually with the same parameters of the process of calculation as well as the representations themselves.
The results concerning the distribution of stress on wheel models of the secondary stage of a dual-power path gearing were presented on the picture 5.

Due to inadequate clarity of the results on the general view, magnification of their selected fragments including toothed rims in the meshing area were presented (fig. 6). The pinion 2.1 in period of time accurate for the demonstrated calculations remains in dual-pair teeth contact, while simultaneously the pinion 2.2 interoperates with the wheel 2 with only one pair of teeth involved.

The distribution of stress for the above model looks very similar to the primary stage one of this gear. Moreover, the maximal values of contact stress on the lateral plane of the teeth are approximate – for the single-pair teeth contact equals $8,732$ [MPa], while for the dual-pair teeth contact equals $7,42$ [MPa].

In the case of a dual-power path gear, three wheels interoperates on each of its stages. Two of them revolves jointly, hence the description of the gear, from dual path of transmitting the workload. In order to avoid vibrations overlapping as well as mutual appearance of maximum load of the interoperating wheels, one of them was relocated to achieve displacement in the meshing phase.

4. Conclusion
The analyses of the dual-power path gear allow
to trace the whole process and to determine the procedures methodology in case of strength calculations with application of the FEM method.

All of the above results for the gears made from ABS remained in the range of acceptable values for the approved material. The distributions of contact and bending stress presented hereinabove are compatible with the ones known from the literature. The values of the maximum stress for equally planetary gear and both stages of dual-power path gear, reached similar level. Described procedures as far as the preparation and calculation stages are concerned, and sequentially their appropriate presentation and analysis may be accepted as the recommended scheme to follow during successive measurements of similar mechanical gears.

The calculations were carried out in a hundred measurement stages, enabling to trace, in a very accurate manner, the interoperability of particular cogs in different phases of meshing. By means of the above, the most characteristic solutions were found, which were depicted as distributions of stress on the wheels models. The highest values of stress appeared in the place of contact of the inter-operating teeth lateral surfaces. What is more, the bending stress values of the teeth roots remaining in the contact were outstanding, however much lower than the contact stress rates.

The Abaqus software enables to carry out highly complicated analyses [1, 3, 8], as well as to automate multiple procedures of calculation results processing and to present them in an intelligible form expected for its further interpretation.
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